
NOTE TO THE SECRETARY-GENERAL

Press aspects of Madrid, Rome and Geneva

The Middle East will likely dominate the news during your
European trip beginning Friday, but it would be_gopd if you could
try to get some press attention for the World Assembly" on Aging
and other UN aspects of your trip.

You've already agreed to talk to La Stampa before you leave,
which will include some questions on the CEB.

You have said you may consider doing an interview with the
Madrid daily ABC, which has a serious reporter based here at the
UN, and we are looking into scheduling that before your departure
as well. He would ask about the Aging Conference, but also about
other mainstream issues as well.

We don't see a slot at the World Assembly for a full blown
press"conference, but would like to propose that after opening
the meeting, on your way to the NGO event, you do a quick
doorstep for a statement and one or two questions.

The Geneva press corps is always eager to talk with you, but
we might limit'your access on this trip to a few questions at
Door 4 on your arrival at the Palais.

Would you agree to this formula?

Fred Eckhard
2 April 2002
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NOTE TO THE SECRETARY-GENERAL

Press aspects of Madrid/ Rome and Geneva
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The Middle East will l;U<;ely..j3ominâ
European "trip '"Beginning" Friday, but it would be _good if _j?û  could
try to" get some joresŝ  attention for the World Assembly" on Aging'
and ..... other UN aspects" of your "trip": ...... ""•" ..... "' '

You've already agreed to talk to La Stampa before you leave,
which will include some questions on the CEB.

You have said you maY..C£nsider.,dpinĝ ^ the
Madrid daily AB'cV which has'"a serious reporter baged here at the
UN,' and" we "are looking into scheduling that before your departure
as 'well. He would ask about the Aging Conference, but also about
other mainstream issues as well ,

We don ' t__se_e_._a_slot at..., the..,. _
press7"̂ nferericeT""'but' would like to pjropose that ..... after opening
tlie"rne et ing , on your . way., to ..the . I\(GQ ....event , ' ..ypu. do . a . .cjuick
doorstep for"" a" statement and one or two questions,

The Geneva press corps J_s_ always, eage_r_to_ talk ...with you, but
we might limit yoiaF"access"on''t'His trip to a few questions at
Door 4 on your arrival at the Palais.

Would you agree to this formula?
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